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PROCESS

1. Familiarisation  

• Environments &Tasks

• Plant (tools, vehicles, materials, 

• People



TASKS















PROCESS

2. Focus Groups  

• Strengths and weaknesses of the different vehicle options 

(including not using one at all)

• Different ways of doing the tasks

• Different approaches to system design (e.g. more 

investment in roading to increase vehicle options)











PROCESS

3. Case Studies 

• Discussion on how to strengthen the systems involving 

vehicles using the ideas 

• Building all forms of capital year by year







Environment

PFs we have introduced already
• Main routes metalled and maintained

• Face to face communications through 

the day as conditions change

• Blind corners redesigned 

PFs we have planned
• Policy on public road use with 

alternatives reinforced



People

PFs we have introduced already
• Induction training includes site-specific 

recurrent scenario discussion

• Load limits set. Breaches lead to 

walking

PFs we have planned
• Comms upgrades linked to vehicle 

systems



Vehicles

PFs we have introduced already
• Maintenance for all vehicles (in or out 

of warranty) by qualified people

• Lower vehicles than previous quads

PFs we have planned
• Monitoring market for upgrades that 

have better head protection while still 

fitting under canopy



THANK YOU 



Northburn Fire September 2014
Lessons learnt

Beef  + Lamb Northburn Fire September 2017 26

General H&S lessons for Farmers



Northburn Fire September 2014 27Beef  + Lamb 

Peter Grayland



Northburn Fire September 2017 28Beef  + Lamb 

4.24pm
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5.20pm



Northburn Fire September 2014 30Beef  + Lamb 
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Lookout

Anchor point

Communication

Escape RouteS
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Thank you for listening



Road Safety and the 

Kiwifruit Industry

Paul Graham, Principal Scientist, New Zealand Transport Agency

Kiwifruit Industry Health & Safety Forum, Tauranga, 14th October 2019



In 2018, on New Zealand roads

there were 11,658 fatal & injury crashes

378 people died

2,128 were seriously injured
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Crash reporting and analysis

• New Zealand’s Crash Analysis System

• Owned by NZ Transport Agency

• All Police-attended crashes are entered into CAS

• Holds data since 1980

• Collects all data relating to what happened

₋ location, vehicles, drivers, passengers, pedestrians, objects 

hit, road conditions, weather, contributing factors, …

• More comprehensive detail for Fatal & Serious crashes



In 2018, on New Zealand roads

there were 11,658 fatal & injury crashes

378 people died

2,128 were seriously injured



Traffic crash report (TCR)













Bay of Plenty districts

per yr

Kawerau 20

Opotiki 80

Rotorua 560

Tauranga 960

Western BoP 380

Whakatane 250



Western Bay of Plenty

• around 370-380 crashes 
each year

• 40 result in fatal or serious 
injury each year



Contributing factors in fatal and serious injury crashes [WBoP]



2460 fatal and serious injury 
crashes reported in 2018

• How can we better detect 
drug drivers and deter drug 
driving?

Crashes involving pedestrians



X was walking from Te Puke to 
Tauranga. A black vehicle with a 
loud exhaust has driven past 
with the occupants yelling out 
of the window. Shortly later the 
same vehicle has come past at 
about 15km per hour and 
clipped X. He was taken to 
hospital.



Fatigue

• a contributing factor in 33 fatal and 105 serious injury 

crashes (2017)

• a contributing factor in 33 fatal and 105 serious injury 

crashes (2017)

• majority were people who work shifts

• shift workers 6x more likely to be in a fatigue 
related crash than other workers 

• 43% of workers say they work when they are 
overtired, from time to time or a lot

• only 24% of employers agree



Shift working driver fatigue pilot programme 



What employers think

• Interested in fatigue in the workplace, but 

drive to and from work often viewed as 

individual’s responsibility

• Legislation does not clearly assist this 

situation (except in certain circumstances) 



What employees think

• They can ‘push through’ tiredness 

• If they speak up to management, will be viewed as 
lazy, not committed to job, etc

• No regular conversations about tiredness and driving 
after they leave work just what happens when at 
work



The challenge

• identify the level of fatigue in employer’s 

direct workforce

• create a conversation between management 

and staff   

• provide resources and tips to staff

• raise the profile of fatigued driving as an issue 

• help with steps they can take to remain safe

Inspiration… 



The Shift Working Driver Fatigue Pilot Programme

• Raise employer awareness 

shift working staff are at a higher crash risk on their commute to and from work

• Increase employer duty of care 

the commute to and from work as an important facet of workplace fatigue

• Start enabling changes to workplace processes and cultures

help ensure the safety of fatigued shift workers

• Help employees recognise the signs and symptoms of fatigue

‘Take 15’ before driving if required 



Phase 1 – Data capture 

• Kiosk set up in a communal area

• Staff encouraged to check in before/after shift

• Check-in is anonymous

• Data captured provides the ability to:

• generate a baseline level 

• generate a view of how fatigued employees are

before driving

• provide vital fatigue information



Kiosk  



Phase 2 – Reporting 

Report 1: Employers

For the management team on the level of 

fatigue, trends we’ve noticed and analysis of the 

data

Report 2: Employees

For staff so they can see the level of fatigue in 

the workplace and present recommendations on 
how to manage it

Note: Data captured and reported is completely anonymous and 
not assigned to any individual staff member



• Size of the road safety problem

• Data and information that’s 

available

• Road crash picture in the 

Western Bay of Plenty

• Fatigue beyond the workplace




